Montecristo Yellow Tubos: Corona Grande $28
Flavor: 2.5/Wrapper: Connecticut Shade/6 x 42
This famous old Cuban brand began in 1935. Now made in the Dominican Republic, this extraordinary cigar is made with great care. This cigar is soft and woody with some deep earth and great cedar finish to make this smoke a pleasure.

Avo Syncro Nicaragua $24
Flavor: 4/Wrapper: Nicaraguan/6 x 60
This famous old Cuban brand began in 1935. Now made in the Dominican Republic, this extraordinary cigar is made with great care. This cigar is soft and woody with some deep earth and great cedar finish to make this smoke a pleasure.

Arturo Fuente Hemingway Short Story: Perfecto Robusto $22
Flavor: 3.5/Wrapper: Cameroon/4 118 x 48
Aficionados prize remarkable cigar. Made by Arturo Fuente, this very rich yet mild bodied cigar is made with Cameroon wrappers with an extra 140 days of aging. With its exquisite construction, this flavorful cigar has almost sweet undertones and a rich aroma.

Romeo y Julieta: Clenceau Toro Tube $20
Flavor: 3/Wrapper: Indonesian/6 x 50
This is the Dominican version of the famous Cuban cigar named from Shakespeare's story of the infamous love affair. It's a medium bodied cigar blended with Dominican Olar filler and binder from the famed Cibao Valley.

Macanudo: Baron de Rothschild $18
Flavor: 2/Wrapper: Connecticut Shade/6 ½ x 42
This is the #1 selling cigar in the USA. Simply stated, it is the standard by which premium, mild, and easy to smoke cigars are measured nationally. The consistent quality construction and familiar flavor are truly a pleasure to enjoy.

H. Upmann 1844 Reserve $15
Flavor: 3.5/Wrapper: Honduran/ 5 ½ x 44
The H. Upmann is most recognized as the favorite of President Kennedy who sent the White House Press Secretary to Cuba to purchase 1000 boxes before signing the embargo that made "Trading with the Enemy" illegal. This mild to medium smoke has a 93 rating by Cigar Aficionado.

Tatiana, Classic Chocolate $15
Flavor: 2.5 Wrapper: Connecticut/ 6x 44
Day or night, before or after dinner, This delicious cigar pairs well with coffee, red wine, even your favorite bourbon or scotch. You won't stop licking your lips while smoking this cigar.

Pappy Van Winkle Barrel Fermented Cigar $58
Flavor: 3/Wrapper: San Andreas 6x52
This limited-edition cigar has a wrapper leaf that is fermented in Pappy Van Winkle Whiskey barrels personally selected by the owner of Drew Estates. The strength level of this cigar is a "Medium Plus' which allows it to be enjoyed by new and experienced smokers. Get one while you can!

Davidoff Special Serier 'R' $50
Flavor: 3/Wrapper: Connecticut/7 ½ x 46
This exquisite cigar, which merges the Special Series with the Anniversario Series is made with the finest blend of 4 yr aged Dominican, wrapped in a top shelf Connecticut wrapper. The final result is a balance of rich woody, earthy aromas with notes of pepper, nuts and spices. This light-medium bodied cigar is a must have.

Padron Anniversario 1964: Monarcha/Lonsdale $48
Flavor: 4/Wrapper: Nicaraguan/7.5 x 46
The history behind this cigar is synonymous with the escape of tyranny and the onslaught of Communism in Cuba. Jose Padron fled Cuba at the pinnacle of the revolution and landed in his adopted home of Nicaragua. It was there that the first crops of his famous brand would create his signature vintage line in 1964. Deep and rich is this very full-bodied cigar for the experienced smoker.

OPEN THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 5:00PM TO 12:00AM
La Aurora Preferidos $40
Flavor: 4/Wrapper: Cameroon/4 x 50
This throwback shape comes from the Leon Jimenes cigar family, the first manufacturers of D.R. cigars dating back to 1903. This cigar is rolled by only the most seasoned torcedores using a 5 year old vintage Cameroon wrapper with rich and spicy undertones

Cohiba Toro Turbo $38
Flavor: 3/Wrapper: Connecticut Shade/6 x 50
The dark, rich wrapper is grown in the subtropical West African climate of Cameroon. The choice Piloto Cubano leaves from the Dominican Republic are selected for their smooth-smoking qualities to balance the richness of the wrapper

Gurkha Grand Reserve Torpedo Tubed $34
Flavor: 3.5/Wrapper: Connecticut/6.5 x 52
The flagship cigar of Gurka. These cigars are hand rolled using the finest tobacco grown in the Cibau Valley of the Dominican Republic. Presented in this glorious glass tube with wax seal, each cigar is infused with Louis XIII Remy Martin.

Rocky Patel Limited Reserve Vintage $28
Flavor: 3.5/Wrapper: Assorted/7 x 48
The 1992 vintage cigar comes from a stash of tobacco lost in litigation for a decade. Fuller and bolder than its sister, the 1990 vintage version, the 13 years of aging has resulted in big flavors with tons of nut and fruit undertones. This makes it a well-constructed, tasty smoke. The 1999 Connecticut Shade is smooth with a buttery, toasty taste

OPEN THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 5:00PM TO 12:00AM